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      Could you tell me if I can use your products for generating PDFs from my Cocoa application, written on Swift5 for Mac OS X?
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          Hello Team,

My question is can I use PDFTron for generating PDFs from my Cocoa application, written on Swift5 for Mac OS X. And is there any sample xcode project for it.
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          Hello, I’m Ron, an automated tech support bot [image: :robot:]

While you wait for one of our customer support representatives to get back to you, please check out some of these documentation pages:
Guides:	Decrypt & read a PDF document on macOS - About reading a secured document
	API for PDF generation on macOS
	Code samples to optimize & compress PDFs on macOS
	APIs for PDF Extraction on macOS

Forums:	PDFTron for Objective-C
	Why does HTML2PDF on Mac OS X give “Conversion failed. HTTP Code: 0” errors?
	Special markup understood by Apple’s pdf viewer
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          Yes definitely you can do this. You have two options.

i. Use the ObjC API of our macOS SDK
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ii. Use Catalyst and the Swift API of our iOS SDK
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If Catalyst is not compatible with Cocoa then option (i) definitely will, and Swift can directly use OBJC APIs I believe.
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ObjC




thanx, sir for your reply,

is there any difference between “ObjC API macOS SDK” and “Catalyst”,

Like some functions are working on objC and some not working on Catalyst.

Or both are the same.
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          Great question.

The underlying SDK is identical yes, there would not be any functional differences.
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          Thank you @Ryan for your answer.
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